
Great Decorating Helps! DECORATINGJumbo Poster Pack
16 posters in all! Make the Holy Land learning 
experience seep deep! Includes posters of the 
Hebrew alphabet; herbs and spices chart; dreidel 
symbols; plus, images for the bakery, jewelry-
making shop, weaving shop, and more!

(22” x 34”)

0-7644-2926-4
$33.99  |  set of 16

Marketplace Display
Use this durable display in your church 
to “build” excitement around your 
Jerusalem Marketplace VBS. 

646847-10837-2
$24.99

Jerusalem Marketplace VBS. 

Marketplace Display
Use this durable display in your church 

62”
TALL!

To order contact
your Group VBS

supplier!

www.groupvbs.com
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G Great Ideas to Help You    Step Back in Time

Colorful Canopies
Set up simple canopies for your shops 
or Synagogue School. Hang solid-
colored sheets from the top of the 
canopies. You can even tie the sheets 
around the “legs” of the canopy with 
strips of colorful cloth. 

An Awesome Ark
It’s easy to create a special place for your Torah 
scroll. Cut two pieces of richly colored material to 
make curtains, then hem the top and bottom. Slide 
the curtains on a tension rod. Remove the shelves 
from a small bookcase and slip the tension rod 
inside the top of the bookshelf. 

Torah Scroll
To create an authentic Torah scroll, just use curtain 
finials to roll non-tear scroll paper (see page 29).

All is Well
Stack rough-looking cinder 
blocks around a plastic bin or 
child-sized swimming pool to 
make a well in the center of your 
Jerusalem Marketplace. (You’ll 
fill the plastic bin with jugs of 
water for Tribes to drink!)

Goodies to Gather
Collect a variety of pottery, baskets, plastic 
fruit, and dried grasses or wheat. Place baskets 
and pottery near shops and at the well; allow 
your actors to use them as props. 
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Great Ideas to Help You    Step Back in Time

A Marketplace Menagerie
A few farm animals add sights, sounds, and smells to your 
Jerusalem Marketplace. Provide an area where families can 
pet or feed animals such as donkeys, sheep, llamas, or goats.

Living Decorations
Think of your costumed staff as 
walking decorations, showing everyone 
what it was like to live in Bible times. 
Encourage staff to wear robes, tunics, 
head-coverings, and sandals as they play 
their parts at Jerusalem Marketplace.
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